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Defensive use of Pocket Pistol, Monday Oct. 13, 2014 – 6 to 10pm. $80
Small semi-automatics and revolvers commonly referred to as “pocket pistols” are some of the most popular
defensive firearms in use today due to their convenient size and concealability but very few people properly train
with these popular little guns. This class will teach the user how to properly draw, fire, load and manage these
little guns from a variety of carry positions. Topics such as weapons and holster selection, pros and cons of various
carry options such as inside the waistband, pocket carry, purse/fanny pack carry as well as traditional belt carry,
and pocket pistol as a backup weapon vs. primary weapon will be addressed. Legal and moral issues of concealed
carry will also be addressed.

Low Light Shooting Seminar, Sunday Oct. 26, 2014 – 6 to 9pm $75
Statistics show that over 60% of all lethal force encounters occur in low light but very few people train with their
firearms in these conditions leaving a void in training that could easily leave you at a tactical disadvantage and
open yourself up to liability concerns should you be involved in a lethal force encounter during a time of
diminished light. This seminar will cover the basics of low light shooting, background on equipment development
and considerations, weapons manipulation while managing illumination, various weapon light/low light shooting
techniques and will include live fire exercises utilizing several of the most common handheld light techniques.

Defensive use of the 1911 Weapons Platform, Monday Nov. 10, 2014 – 6 to 10pm $80
This class will focus on roper manipulation and function of the 1911 pistol platform as designed by John M.
Browning and manufactured by nearly every major pistol manufacturer. Although over 100 years old this weapons
platform is still one of the most popular in use today. Proper use of this weapon platform requires certain specific
knowledge and handling techniques. This class will teach these weapon specific techniques and leave students
with a better understanding of this weapon as well as increased confidence in their ability to properly use it in a
defensive situation. Although this class is targeted toward the use of full size 1911 pistols many of the techniques
are also applicable to the .380 pocket pistols of similar design made by Colt, Sig Arms and others.

Concealed Carry Course, Monday Nov. 24, 2014 – 6 to 11pm. $100
Although PA State law requires no training to obtain a concealed carry permit, we feel that training is necessary to
prepare a person to exercise their right to self-defense in a responsible manner. As Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper, founder of
Gunsite Firearms Academy liked to say “You are no more armed for having bought a gun than you are a musician
for having bought a guitar, training makes the difference” and that is where we come in. This class will address
legal and moral issues involved in carrying a concealed weapon as well as tactical considerations, marksmanship
and maintenance of firearms. Upon completing this class the student should have a better understanding of their
legal obligations and limitations when carrying a concealed weapon as well as a solid foundation of the physical
skills necessary to deals with a self-defense situation.

Defensive Shotgun Course, Monday Dec. 8, 2014 – 6 to 11pm $125
The defensive shotgun is one of the most versatile weapons available for home defense, private security or law
enforcement. A shotgun is a “thinking man’s weapon” allowing the user to engage targets from point blank range
to as far as 100 yards or more with the versatility of using multiple projectile rounds, single projectile slugs or
special purpose ammunition. This course will give students the basic skills needed to operate this weapon to its
fullest potential.

For more course information, ammo and equipment requirements or instructor credentials
go to www.peacemakertactical.com. To register for a course email
peacemaker4441@gmail.com or call 215-460-1402

